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In 1921, William Butler Yeats famously wrote “the centre cannot hold,” describing the historical moment 
he was living through a century ago as society reached a technological and social turning point where 
traditional conventions began falling apart. 

Fast forward roughly 100 years, and the world is in a similar state of 
transformation: Businesses across industries are literally decentralizing,  
as traditional, centrally-managed systems are giving way to distributed  
models accelerated by new technology.

Perhaps the biggest indicator of this transformation lies in when, where,  
and how we all actually do our jobs. 

While the pandemic gave almost every knowledge worker a taste of Work 
From Home (WFH), the rushed social distancing orders that took place in 2020 
were only a taste of the transformations about to take root across industries. 
Now, many knowledge workers have proven that they can effectively work 
from anywhere (WFA) and still be productive, which has upended the 
employer-employee paradigm and given knowledge workers more agency.

What makes a WFA arrangement unique in the larger context of remote work 
is how much it hinges on mobility. While the concept of Hybrid Work speaks 
to a schedule that balances working in and out of a central office location, 
individuals who leverage a WFA schedule may only rarely (if ever) visit a 
designated office location—and usually only when they want to. 
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Instead, WFA employees could be accessing the corporate WAN from almost anywhere, meaning the network paths WFA 
users leverage to access apps and workflows may be in a constant state of flux. The ISPs, cloud, and third-party vendors 
facilitating access to an employee’s workflows may be wholly different on a day-to-day basis, depending on the user’s role 
and travels. 

While this schedule may be preferable for the end user, these arrangements grant IT very little consistency when it 
comes to predicting end-user experience from a given WFA employee location. 

That’s because as much change has taken place in terms of enterprise decentralization, IT and network operations teams 
are still largely tasked with managing the now far-flung corporate network as a centralized organization.

IT RESPONSIBILITIES EVOLVING WITH THE WORKFORCE
In the office-based past, IT and network ops teams saw most of the users under their management accessing the same 
connectivity within the same premises. This meant that performance issues (and associated remediations) were felt 
consistently across dozens or hundreds of users at a time. 

In today’s enterprise, distributed end users still view IT as the solution to all of their tech problems despite no longer 
working in environments (or even on devices) that IT teams can inherently manage or control. Without the proper toolset 
to regain visibility into the performance of users and devices, ticket times go up and eventually productivity will slide, with 
blame landing on IT from both the user base and those in the C-Suite. 

This lack of organization and visibility not only has the potential to derail end users, but it can send IT budgets on a 
tailspin. In a race to constantly understand the ever-changing end-user environments they need to support, IT may end 
up throwing money at the wrong problems, when really all they need is a clear, end-to-end line of sight into the end-user 
environment to understand the source of bad performance—be it on the application, network, or even the end user’s 
WiFi or device itself. 

In a WFA world, each end user represents their own office of one, requiring all of the IT due diligence associated with 
remedying an entire branch location on a per-user basis when issues arise. In this context, there are no (or few) wide-
swath solutions to performance issues when they are reported. 
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Instead, IT now needs to take a per-user approach to network management 
that involves gaining visibility into connections that are rarely ideal (and 
often changing). While IT teams will still require visibility into their fixed cloud 
infrastructure, they’ll now need the visibility to view how individual team 
members are accessing these resources from the outside-in to understand 
the root cause when performance takes a hit. 

IT teams will also be tasked with understanding an entirely new footprint for 
potential error in a WFA setting, as a litany of stakeholders may be involved 
in the delivery of traffic from a non-fixed remote workstation. This calls for IT 
to take a vendor-neutral approach to performance monitoring that ensures 
even centralized IT can understand user experience, regardless of where a 
specific worker logs on.

It’ll also be crucial for IT teams to have a better understanding of how the 
devices WFA users leverage in the field are performing themselves and 
how these tools may be impacting productivity—or even perceived network 
performance. While office-based workers may be able to get a hands-on 
checkup for their devices from IT, those in the field have no such access 
when their devices (or behaviors) slow down performance.

PER-USER APPROACH FOR WFA
To help enterprise IT teams gain this per-user visibility into the performance of their WFA user base, AppNeta offers 
enterprises a SaaS-delivered Workstation Monitoring Point that can be deployed seamlessly across thousands of WFA 
devices. Once deployed, each Monitoring Point arms enterprise IT with visibility into the service delivery chain, 3rd-party 
networks, and last-mile transmission connecting that WFA user to the core network.

In concert with AppNeta’s larger WAN monitoring, IT teams can gain point-in-time performance insights from anywhere 
the enterprise network stretches, from the corporate data center to the traveling workstation.

Teams can even drill down into the efficacy of a local WiFi connection specific to any location a user logs on from. 
AppNeta provides multiple dimensions of wireless quality telemetry over time in order to spot changes and chronic 
problems like a weak signal, low link speed, improper channel selection, and network congestion. Full time range 
selection even allows IT to visualize several key performance metrics about any given WiFi interface in use by a specific 
end user, including Signal Quality and Link Speed, RSSI, RF Noise, Airtime, Retransmit, and Stations.



AppNeta is the only network performance monitoring solution that delivers deep, actionable, end-to-end network performance data from the end-user perspective. With 
AppNeta’s SaaS-based solution, IT and Network Ops teams at large, distributed enterprises can quickly pinpoint issues that affect network and business-critical cloud 
application performance, regardless of where they occur. AppNeta is trusted by some of the biggest Fortune 1000 companies, including 3 out of the 5 largest corporations 
in the world, as well as 4 out of the 5 largest cloud providers. 
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To learn more about how teams 
can manage a hybrid workforce, 
download our whitepaper.

This is not just critical, but table stakes in a WFA future where IT remains one of the few remaining organizations working 
from a central perch. No matter how much the workforce continues to distribute and legacy workflows disappear for 
good, IT teams will require tools that can help them synchronize the management of their decentralized organization 
into a single location. 

While “the centre cannot hold” may have been a fair warning a century ago, AppNeta can help enterprise IT teams 
remain centrally organized no matter how decentralized their workforce becomes. With purpose-built monitoring 
deployed across the entire network infrastructure—from the corporate data center, to the cloud, to the individual 
workstation—IT can keep pace with all of the changes impacting their business without losing performance visibility.  

REQUIRED MONITORING CAPABILITIES TO DELIVER WORK FROM ANYWHERE  
PERFORMANCE VISIBILITY:

Complete, flexible coverage of all users and all the applications that are consumed

Scalable, easy to use SaaS platform without management overhead

Frictionless deployment fully managed by IT

Discern where, when, and why the problem occurred, and what applications/users  
were impacted

Differentiate real performance problems from noisy users

Provide local environment context for distributed workforce troubleshooting  
(WiFi, Host, Top Apps, etc.)
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